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We are Fellows and Associates.  We are a recruitment firm focused exclusively on the intellectual property 
sector.  We represent a wide variety of private practice clients and at the moment we’re pretty busy.  Here’s a few of the positions we’re currently 
recruiting for (you can find more information on our website):

·   Commercial Trade Mark Attorney
Working within a team that is keen to expand, the firm requires a trade mark attorney who loves networking, can source 
commercial opportunities and wants their work in this area to be rewarded with a path to Partnership.

 
·   Active Networker, Social Butterfly (and Trade Mark Attorney)

A role that would suit an attorney who is less bothered with the day to day transactional stuff (there’s a support team for that) but 
loves the social side of the job.  If conferences, lunches and presentations are what motivates you then get in touch.

·   Finalist Level Trade Mark Attorney
This is a fast growing Trade Mark department with too much work.  They essentially need an extra pair of hands who will benefit 
from a  learned peer group and a mixed portfolio, including some contentious work and a wide variety of brands to work with.

·   Part Qualified Trade Mark Attorney
This role probably would suit someone half way towards qualification.  They have an industry leading support structure in respect 
to training  and considerable clout within the sector.

·   IP Lawyer
A role for an able number two to a high profile IP Partner.  The work is a mix of contentious and non-contentious across a broad 
spectrum of sectors such as hi-tech start-ups, regulators and professional bodies.  There are usually some very complex issues to 
wrangle so this position would suit an experienced lawyer wanting to get their teeth into a challenging portfolio.

If any of these positions appeal or you would just like to have an informal chat you can call us on +44 20 7903 5019 
or email: contact@fellowsandassociates.com.  Pete Fellows and Phillipa Field are looking forward to your call.


